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The Atomic Arrangement in Potassium T rithionate
Crystals K253 06 and the Structure of the T rithionate

Radical (530(;)-2.
By

W. H. Zachariasen in Chicago.I)

(With 2 figures.)

1. Introduction. For a considerable length of time we have been
making systematic crystal structure investigations with the object of

determining the shape and dimensions of inorganic groups. Lately we

have concentrated our attention at oxygenic groups formed by atoms in

the two first rows of the periodic system. Among these are the sulphur-
oxygen radicals. When our systematic work began, the sulphate group

was the only one of these radicals the structure of which was known.

We have had the opportunity to add the sulphite radica12), the pyro-

sulphite radical3) and the persulphate radical4) to the list of known
groups, while the structure of the dithionate radical5) has been determined

elsewhere. In this paper we are describing a complete determination of

the crystal lattice of potassium trithionate, which we undertook with thc
purpose of obtaining the structure Df the trithionate group.

Crystals of potassium trithionate are described by Groth6) as ortho-

rhombic holohedral with axial ratios .7166 . 1 . .4245. The density is

given as 2.304.

From the firm de Haen in Hannover we purchased 50 g of the com-

pound and from this sample we were able to obtain the crystal used in

the investigation. It was needle-shaped and of approximate dimensions

0.2 X 0.2 X 1.2 mm. .Measurements on the goniometer showed the pre-

sence of the following forms: (110), (210), (011), (010) and (120). All
except the last form are reported by Groth.

~~-

1) Some of the results of this paper were published in a note in the Mareh issue

of .r. ehem. Physics 2 (1934) 109.
2) Zachariasen, W. H., and Buckley, H. E., Physic. Hev. 37 (1931) 1295.
3) Zacharias en, W. H., Physic. Rev. 40 (1932) 923.
4) Zachariasen, W. H., and Mooney, R. C. L., Z. Kristallogr. 88 (1933) 63.
5) Huggins, M. L., and Glenn O. Frank, Am. Min. 16 (1931) 580.

Helwig, Z. Kristallogr. 83 (1932) 485.
Huggins, JYI.L., Z. Kristallogr. 86 (1933) 384.

6) Groth, P., Chemische Krystal10graphie 2,715. Leipzig 1908.
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2. The Unit Cell and Space Group. The oscillation and the
La ue method were used. For the former we employed .lI1oKa radiation,
for which a wave length of .7095.A was assumed. The distance from

the crystal to the photographic plate was 5.00 em. Due to the fairly long

dimensions of the unit cell we found it necessary to use oscillation angles

of only 50, so that a unique determination of the indices of the reflecting

planes could be made in every case. Our oscillation data consisted of a

complete set of 18 photographs around the c-axis, and in addition six
photographs around each of the two other principal axes. In this manner

we obtained a complete set of intensities, involving reflections from some

600 different crystallographic planes. Great care was taken in estimating

the intensities, and any serious errors were ruled out due to the fact that

every reflection occured on several plates.

La ue photographs were taken with the beam parallel to the a and

b axes. The minimum wavelength was .26 A. The Laue photographs

served as a sensitive check on the correctness of the unit cell, and gave

in many instances useful confirmations of the intensities observed in the

oscillation photographs.

The size of the unit cell was found to be:

a=9.77::1:::.04.A b=13.63::1:::.04.A c=5.76 .02 A..

These values correspond to axial ratios .7165: 1 : .4226, while the Laue
photographs independantly gave the ratios .7165: 1 : 4206.

With four molecules per unit cell we calculate a density of 2.33.

::I::: .026 as against the observed density of 2.:)04.

The following classes of reflections were absent: hOl if h is odd and

Okl if k + l is odd. This shows that the there is a glide plane parallel
to the a-face with translation b/2 + c12, and also a glide plane parallel

to the b-face with translation a/2. Since the synmletry of the crystals is

reported to be holohedral (we could find no observations contradicting

this statement), the c-face must be a reflection plane. The unit cell

contains so many atoms _that we safely may assume some of them to
occupy general positions. Hence the space group in Pnam (VkG). All

atomic coordinates given in this paper refer to a center of symmetry

as ongm.

Our next problem is to find how the atoms arc distributed between

the available positions of the space group. Special positions (four-fold) are

centers of symmetry (no degree of freedom) and reflection planes (two
degrees of freedom).



hOO A B h04 A +.50B hOt -A' -- .26 B'
h02 ---A + .87 B h06 --- A hO:3 A' -.71 B'

h05 A' --- .97 B'
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In the first place we note that the length of the c-axis is only 5.76 A.
Consequently for atoms lying in general positions interatomic distances"

cannot be greater than 2.88 A. In order that equivalent atoms in general
positions be separated by reasonable distances, the parameter Y cannot be
greatly different from zero. We notice further that all even orders from

the c-face occur with very great intensity. This observation together with

considerations of the intensities for reflections hO land 0 kl lead with

reasonable certainty to the conclusion that two sets of eight oxygen atoms
occupy general positions, while all the remaining atoms are lying in the

reflection planes. \Ve have thus 20 parameters to determine:

Kr (Ulvlt) Err (112V2t) 8r (U3v3t) 8II (u4vd) 8m (115V5t) Or (~l61)d)

OIlr (u7vd) O~ (XIYIZl) and O~II (X2Y2Z2)

Throughout the paper we shall prefer to give all coordinates in angular

measure.

3. Determination of the Parameters. Of the 20 parameters in-
volved only two are in the z-direction. Considerations of the obscrved
intensities for the OOl reflections show that the values 2nzl = 2nz2 = 15°
give good agreement.

It proves to be possible to determine four more of the parameters

without serious difficulties, namely the parameters Xl X2 YI Y2'

To determine Xl and X2 consider the expressions for the structure
amplitudes of reflections hOl. Using the known values for Zl and Z2 the

expressions become:

where A = 4 II cos 2nh u
A' = 4 II sin 2nhu

B = 8/0 [cos 2nhxI + cos 2nhx2]

B' = 8/0 [sin 2nhxI + sin 2nhx2J

In a series like hOO, h02, h04, h06 (h constant) the terms A and B
decrease gradually due to the drop in the scattering powers. From the
observed intensities for any such series it is now possible to obtain informa-
tion about the magnitudes and relative signs of the terms A, B, A' and B'.
F. ex. we have the series: 200 vw. 202 w. 204 nil. It follows that the terms
A and B both are small and of opposite sign, hence we conclude Icos 2n2 Xl

-1- cos 2n 2 x2' is small. In this manner we get the following results:

34*



2nx 2ny 2nz 2nx 2ny 2nz

K1 47° - u1 32' -. L'
[JOG 01 45° --- u6 110

-- 'I'
DOcI 6

Kn (ii:; u2 S;'5 -- L' (JO° Om 125 = u7 210
- "

[JO2 7

,'II 12
- - 'Ua 115 - '1'3

\)0 °i 30 = x 100 - ,111 15 = ZlI

,'III 30 - - 'U4 170 = l' 90 oiu 130 - - X2 150 = ,1/2 15 = Z24

,'III! 110 = 'Ur; 170
-- 1'')

[JO
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calcula ted

Icos 2n2 Xl + cos 2n2 X2 I small .33

[sin 2n2xl + sin 2n2x2 i small .12

i cos 2n4xl + cos 2n4x21 very large 1.44

Isin 2n4xl + sin 2n4x2 I very large 1.21

icos 2n6 :1:1+ cos 2n6 x2 I very small .50

Isin 2n6 Xl + sin 2n6 x2 I medium large .87

This list gives uniquely 2nxl = 30° 2n:1:2 = 130°.

By a similar procedure values of Yl and Y2 can be found without diffi-
culty. \Ve found: 2nYl = 100° 2nY2 = 150°. (It should he mentioned
that the accurate values for these four parameters were ohtained by using

the procedure outlined above on a large number of series of general
planes: hkO, H2, hk4 . . and hH, hk3, hk5.)

Being now in position to calculate the terms Band B', we are able

to get a more detailed information about the terms A and A', which

involve the remaining seven parameters in the x-direction. (From an

analogous discussion of reflections 0 k l we get detailed information about

similar terms involving the remaining seven parameters in the y-direc-

tion.) However, it was not easy to determine the parameter values, and

we succeeded only after a great deal of labour.

Due to the similarity in scattering powers it was not possible to

distinguish between potassium and sulphur atoms from intensity calcula-

tions. However, inspection of the interatomic distances at once told

which of the atoms were sulphur atoms and which potassium atoms.

In table I are listed the parameter values. Tables II and III contain

about half of the observations we obtained from th~ rotation photographs.

The observed intensities are listed in the columns headed I, while the

calculated amplitudes are denoted by F. If only neighbouring reflections

are compared, the intensities may be put proportional to the amplitudes
(extinction is greatl or proportional to the squares of the amplitudes

(extinction is small). In the absence of any knowledge of the extinction

coefficient the observed intensities are compared directly with the

amplitude.

Table I. ,Parameter Values.
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Table II. Selected Data from Oscillation Photographs Around
c-aXlS.

hH hk2 hk3
hkO sin (JII. I iF1 --~~I

11'1 I 11'1 I 11'1

010 .037 nil 0 vs 66 nil 0 nil 1
110 .063 nil 29 s 51 w 14 w- 1()

020 .073 tr 11 nil 0 m. 32 nil 0
120 .O!JO V\v. 14 m- 30 57 'vnl 30
200 .102 VW. () s 83 m 30 s 73
210 .109 vw. 10 vs 81 w- 1S m 48
030 .110 nil 0 vs 114 nil 0 vs 86
130 .121 53 vs 77 nil 8 s 6"

,)

220 .12H m 3H W 31 vvw 13 nil 18
040 .147 m 84 nil 0 W 53 nil 0
230 .160 m- 51 m li3 vs 167 w- 24
140 . 15ri nil 3 s 82 w- 27 w- 30
310 .158 vs 148 nil 9 m 70 vw 9
320 .170 tr 13 m- 4() w 41 w"- 19
240 .17!J w 20 w 27 m 51 nil 12
050 .184 nil 0 vv,"'" 7 nil 0 w 21
330 .1S!J tr 4 nil 2 vw 5 nil 14
150 .1HO VB 154 w 28 w 47 wm 3H
400 .205 vs 144 m. H9 vw 29 vw 29
410 .208 vs 124 vw- 18 w-- 43 vw-- 15
260 .210 nil H nil 6 nil 9 nil 4
340 .212 w-- 30 w 43 nil 14 nil 14
420 .218 w 35 nl. 94 vw. 33 s 95
060 .220 Ill. 91 nil 0 V\\T 18 nil 0
160 .22() s 88 III 72 w. 53 w-- 38
430 .232 w. 56 III 49 w- 21 w- 30

350 .239 vw 42 WIll 50 vw- 12 w- 3H
260 .243 ms ;')8 111- 47 111- 57 w. 52
440 .262 nil 14 nil !J vvw 7 nil 1
070 .257 nil 0 s. 142 nil 0 s 142
510 .258 m 4:~ w. 42 wm 48 w 55
170 .2G2 \V _.35 w- ;'):~ WIll 4H 111- 71
520 .2()G w. ;')8 \TV,\" 15 m 8() tr 13

360 .268 w 42 nil 3 nil 2 nil G
450 .27;') s-, H2 V\\'- 2!J w- 47 nil 7
270 .27H nil 6 ni I 0 nil 3 nil 2

530 .279 \L 71 W. 41 W111 42 w- 2!J
080 .2!J4 W 31 nil 0 nil 11 nil 0
;)40 .2!J5 vw 1!J \I' 33 w 41 w 51
180 .2!J8 w 38 Jl]- 33 111- 93 w. :n

Scale of intensities:

vs s. S M-- OlS Ill. ]]l ]]l- \nn w. w w- vw. vw vw- \TVW tr
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Table III. Selected Data from Oscillation Photographs
Around b-axis.

hot hit h2t h:H
hOt sin f}/I, ~- -- -- ~'-,p [

'F, [
'I}/ [ 1/ I

I ,

001 .OH7 nil 0 s GG nil 0 vs 114

101 .10:3 nil 0 s ;31 \\". 30 vs 77

002 .174 vs 204 nil 0 w. 32 nil (I

102 .1HO nil 0 w 14 1)) ['j7 ni] H

202 .20!! w, ;m VII' lH nil 13 vs 167

003 .2M nil 0 ni I 1 ni I 0 s-~ 86

103 .2711 nil 0 VVII' if) w- 30 111 6'v

203 .2\J2 73 w. 4H vvw 18 V\\- 24

303 .314 nil 0 vw- I! vw 1!J nil 14

004 .348 vs 22U nil 0 ni I 12 nil (I

104 .3tH! ni I 0 nil 1 nil 2 vw 21

204 .37fi nil Ii ni] ;3 ni I 1:3 V\V 59

304 .3U(j ni I 0 nl 7!1 nil 1 nil 7

404 AH! G- O!! 2H 26w D W, VVII' vvw

005 A:{(; nil 0 V\\-. 54 nil 0 1))
- 72

105 .4:Jn nil 0 ,It --- 3!1 nil 12 w--- 41

20.5 .4GH w-, 5G II '- 52 w-- 3:{ w 40

OOG .;'523 m 1i)7 nil 0 nil 14 ni I 0

h41 h51 JiG I h71 h8/
likl -- -'- -- ~- ---[ :F I F I :F J/ I I :P:
Old nil 0 VW. 7

1k1 vs 82 \V. 2H s 72 w 53 III 33

Ok2 w i):3 nil ()
VII' lS nil 0

1k2 \V 27 w 47 w ;')3 w. 46 m 93

2k2 w. i)1 nil !I nl-- f)7 nil :3
Ok3 nil 0 II' 21 nil 0 IJl 142 nil 0

1k3 vw 30 w. 30 II' 3H 111 71 I\' 37

2k3 nil 12 nil 4 II' ;}2 nil 2 nil 6

3k3 nil 14 II 36 nil 0 II 41 II' 50

Ok4 II' ;;3 nil 0 VV\\- 2\J nil 0

1k4 nil ,) 1)), 77 111
'

5U vw - 2!1 II - 4.5

2k4 vw 23 nil 7 w 4:3 nil Ii VII' 37

31.'4 vw 1U ni I 7 nil 22 II
-

30
4k4 nil 7 I\'. IH II'. 5U w 47
Ok;; nil 0 nil 2+ nil 0 II' n
1k5 w. 00 vvw 24- VI\' ;;4

2k;3 nil 2H

Values for the scattering powers were taken from the tables of James

and Brindleyl) assuming the ,atoms to be present as H~I, 8~], 0-1.

1) .JanlE's, n. y\,., and Brindle,\'. U. W., Z. Kristaljogr.7S (1U:H) 470.
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4. Discussion of Hesults. Fig. 1 rcpresents a projection of the
atomic arrangement on the c-facc. In agreemcnt with cxpectation three

""-II

L..

3.12

.

~4J2
~.J--~ '5,52 . "-)

432 4.J2 1I
,,44

(*I 432 ,,}t2
c ~)5.52

"
-'4,J2

\

1,
U4J2

Fig. 1. Projection of the structure of K2S,,06 on the c-face. Small filled circles
represent sulphur atoms, large filled circles represent potassium atom and open
circles oxygen atoms. The attached numbers give the height of the atoms above the

,,-face. Only the bonds "ithin the trithionate radicals are dnn\"ll.

sulphur atoms and six oxygen

atoms are grouped together in the

structure to form the trithionate

radicals. Fig. 2 shows the archi-

tecture of the radical. Thc two
sulphur atoms Sl and SUI are

each bonded to thrce oxygen

atoms and to thc common sulphur

atomSu. Thc latter is only linked

to two sulphur atoms SI and SIll.

The distance from Sl or SIll to the three oxygen atoms lie betwecn

i.42 A and 1.57 A, with an average value of 1.50 A. The spread in the

observed values must be attributed to slight inaccuracy in the paramcter

values. The distances SI-Sn and SIII-Sn are 2.14 A and 2.17 A.

Fig. 2. The structure of the trithionate
radical.
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The distances S~O and S~S observed in other crystals are:

S~O S~S

Na2S031) 1.39 A FeS25) 2.14 A

Na2S042) 1.49 /(2SP53) 2.18

/(2S2053) 1.47

(NH4)2S20S4) 1.50

In aU these cases one generaUy supposes that the atoms are linked

together by a single electron pair bond. The values given above are not

sufficiently accurate to show what cffect the number and distribution of

the bonds have on the interatomic distances. We can only conclude that

this effect is very small.

The set of covalent radii published by Pauling and Huggins6)
gives S: 0 = 1.70 A and S: S = 2.08 A. The lack of agreement for the
former distance (there is a similar difficulty with 8i-0, P~O, Ol-O)
is rather serious in view of the rather accurate predictions of interatomic

distances which this set of radii generally permits.

The four bonds of the sulphur atoms Sr and SJn in the trithionate
group are very nearly directed towards the corners of a tetrahedron, while

the angle between the two bonds of Sn is 103°.

Like aU other radicals of the type (SmOr,)-2 we may interpret the

trithionate group in terms of only single electron pair bonds, writing
(0;/8+28 S+20~1)-2. The observcd structure would not be in disagree-

mcnt with such an interpretation.

It is worth noticing that the symmctry of thc trithionate radical is
fairly high; only one of the reflection planes results from the space group

symmetry.

There are two sets of potassium atoms in the structure, /(J and KJI;

the coordination number with respect to oxygen is 9 for both sets. The

individual /(~O distances are:

/(r -OJ 2.78 A 1

-OUI 2.89

-- O~ 2.88

-- O~u 2.89

/(n
- Or 3.08 A 2
- OUI

"
2.95

- 0; 2.85
--O~ 3.11
- 0;u2.H

Average /(r~() 2.88 A Average /(u~O 2.94 A
-- --

1) Zachariasen, W. H., and Buckley, H. E., Physic. Rev. 37 (1931) 1295.
2) Zachariasen, W. H., and Ziegler, G. E., Z. Kristallogr. 81 (1932) 92.
3) Zacharias en, W. H., Physic. Rev. 40 (1.932) 923.
4) Zachariasen, W. H., and 1looney, R. C. L., Z. Kristallogr. 88 (1934) 63.
5) Parker, H. 11., and Whitehouse, W. J., Philos. 1lag. 14 (1932) 939,
6) Pauling, L., and Huggins, M:. L., Z. Kristallogr. 87 (1934) 205.
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Thc K-O distance for coordination number 9 found in other crystals
varics from 2.88 A to 3.01 A, while thc value calculated from thc ionic
radii of the author1) is 2.93 A.

The distancc between oxygcn atoms belonging to diffcrent radicals
goes down to 3.21 A. This is somewhat lowcr than the value 3.34 A
predictcd from the radii of the writer; but nevertheless considerably
greater than to be expected from the oxygen radius used by Goldschmi d t
or Pa uling.

Summary. Thc orthorhombic unit cell of potassium trithionate has
dimensions: a = 9.77 A b = 13.63 A c = 5.76 A, and contains 4 mole-

cules K28P6' The space group is Pnam (V~(j). Two sets of cight oxygcn

atoms are lying in gcneral positions, while all the remaining atoms are
lying in the reflection planes. The values of the 20 parameters in-

volved were rigorously determined from the intensities of reflections

observed in oscillation photographs. Their values are give in table 1.

Both kinds of potassium atoms have a coordination number of 9,

with an average K-O distance of 2.91 A.

The trithionate group can be represented by the structural formula:

o 0
0:8:8:8:0.

o 0
The 8-0 distance is 1.50 A and the 8-8 distance is 2.15 A. The angle
between the two 8-8 bonds is 103°.

1) Zachariasen, W. H., Z. Kristallogr. 80 (1931) 137.

Ryerson Physical Laboratory, University of Chicago, August 1934.

Received August 21't, 1934.
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